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Devil's Kiss (Widowmakers Motorcycle Club)
HarperCollins
What's a girl to do when her life is in danger
and the only person she can trust is a bad boy
One Percenter?Addison Delaney may be too
trusting, too naive, but she's not stupid. She
realizes now that she's been in denial, but
when her ex-fiancé Owen turns out to be a
murderous psychopath she has no one to turn
to but Cutler Remes, the enigmatic and
dangerous muscle of the Devil's Reapers
Motorcycle Club.Tragedy seems to follow in
Addison's wake as she travels to Las Vegas
seeking the protection of the club. But she
gravely underestimates the power and reach of
her ex-fiancé's family, and the extent to which
they're willing to go for revenge. When her
cousin Salem, her only family in the States,
falls victim to Owen's vengeance, Addison has
no one to turn to but biker bad ass
Cutler.Unfortunately for Owen, one of Cutler's
brothers is gunned down in a car chase, and
now the Reapers are out for blood.
House of Earth and Blood Indiana
Historical Society
Cheska Harlow-Wright was born into
a life of luxury and privilege.
She has never wanted for anything.
A comfortable future as a married
London socialite awaits her. But
since the age of thirteen, Cheska
has harbored a secret—an
unshakeable fixation on a boy who
could never offer her anything
close to comfort. A boy steeped in
sin and draped in depravity. A boy
born into the possessive embrace
of darkness. When Cheska’s
seemingly perfect world is ripped
apart by an unknown but deadly
enemy, there’s only one person she
can run to. One person in the
world who has the power to keep
her safe. The one person her weak
and shattered heart craves. Arthur
Adley. The new head of the most
feared crime family in London.
Forced too young to take the helm
of the Adley firm, Arthur has

become even more ruthless,
formidable, and cold than ever
before. His enemies are circling,
and he must fight—and kill—to
maintain his family’s place at the
top of the London crime
underworld. There is no room for
weakness, emotion, or loss of
control. But then Cheska smashes
back into his life with the force
of a wrecking ball. She has no
place in this dark, vicious, and
bloodthirsty world. And worse, she
is the solitary chink in his
impenetrable armor. He’s already
pushed her away once, but this
time she desperately needs him.
She’s broken, lost, and in danger,
and he is the only one who can
help. Arthur must protect her. He
must destroy those who dare to
threaten her, hunt down those who
would take what is his. He would
raze all of London to the ground
to keep her safe... but can he
also protect himself? The infamous
Dark Lord of London Town faces his
most brutal battle yet—the
crippling weight of the past, the
unrelenting enemies lurking in the
shadows... and the havoc that
Cheska’s presence is wreaking on
the granite fortress that was once
his heart.

The Visible Hand Ruthless Underworld
Press
A hang-onto-your-hat-and-heart thriller of
triumph and tragedy that barrels along at
F. Paul Wilson's trademark breakneck
pace, Harbingers It starts off so simply:
Jack, still feeling down after the tragic
events of Infernal, is hanging in Julio's
when a regular named Timmy asks him for
help. His teenage niece has been missing
since this morning; the police say it's too
early to worry, but Timmy knows
something bad has happened. Jack says
he'll put the word out on the street. This
innocent request triggers a chain of
seemingly coincidental events that lead Jack
into the darkest days of his life. As has
become evident in the series, Jack has been
singled out, unwillingly, as the champion of
one of the two supernatural forces
contending for control of all human life on
Earth. Neither of these forces are good or

evil, just dangerous and amoral. They value
and notice individual humans about as
much as we do mosquitos. Jack is desperate
. . . and the last thing you want to do is
make Jack desperate. That's when things
begin to blow up and people begin to die.
At the Publisher's request, this title is being
sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
Tripp Puffin Books
"What corporations fear most are
consumers who ask questions. Naomi
Klein offers us the arguments with which
to take on the superbrands." Billy Bragg
from the bookjacket.
Clark's Horse Review Harvard University Press
My dead best friend's daughter and the woman that
haunts my dreams are one and the same.For the last
two years, I've told myself she's off limits.That a man
like me, can't be with a woman her age.Then my little
maniac turned eighteen.And I gave in to my
temptation.I shouldn't have, but now it's too
late.She's mine now, and I'll never let her go.Then
one of the biggest sinners in Vegas thought he could
just take her.He's forgetting It's my job to protect
her. Mine.Now, I'm going to burn this city to the
ground.I'll reap havoc until my little maniac is back
in my arms.
The Family from One End Street Cambridge
University Press
Part memoir, nutritional primer, and political
manifesto, this controversial examination
exposes the destructive history of
agriculture� "causing the devastation of
prairies and forests, driving countless species
extinct, altering the climate, and destroying
the topsoil� "and asserts that, in order to
save the planet, food must come from within
living communities. In order for this to
happen, the argument champions eating
locally and sustainably and encourages those
with the resources to grow their own food.
Further examining the question of what to eat
from the perspective of both human and
environmental health, the account goes
beyond health choices and discusses
potential moral issues from eating� "or not
eating� "animals. Through the deeply
personal narrative of someone who practiced
veganism for 20 years, this unique
exploration also discusses alternatives to
industrial farming, reveals the risks of a vegan
diet, and explains why animals belong on
ecologically sound farms.
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Knives Pyr
Tripp is the fourth book in the Knights Corruption
MC series. The story focuses on the life of the club as
well as a specific couple
Hoosiers and the American Story Columbia
University Press
A #1 New York Times bestseller! Sarah J.
Maas's brand-new CRESCENT CITY series
begins with House of Earth and Blood: the
story of half-Fae and half-human Bryce
Quinlan as she seeks revenge in a
contemporary fantasy world of magic,
danger, and searing romance. Bryce Quinlan
had the perfect life-working hard all day and
partying all night-until a demon murdered
her closest friends, leaving her bereft,
wounded, and alone. When the accused is
behind bars but the crimes start up again,
Bryce finds herself at the heart of the
investigation. She'll do whatever it takes to
avenge their deaths. Hunt Athalar is a
notorious Fallen angel, now enslaved to the
Archangels he once attempted to overthrow.
His brutal skills and incredible strength have
been set to one purpose-to assassinate his
boss's enemies, no questions asked. But with
a demon wreaking havoc in the city, he's
offered an irresistible deal: help Bryce find the
murderer, and his freedom will be within
reach. As Bryce and Hunt dig deep into
Crescent City's underbelly, they discover a
dark power that threatens everything and
everyone they hold dear, and they find, in
each other, a blazing passion-one that could
set them both free, if they'd only let it. With
unforgettable characters, sizzling romance,
and page-turning suspense, this richly
inventive new fantasy series by #1 New York
Times bestselling author Sarah J. Maas delves
into the heartache of loss, the price of
freedom-and the power of love.
Dark Ecology Bloomsbury Publishing USA
Steel's a prick. He stole my heart when I was a
kid, and ever since, he's refused to let go. He's
clung to me, even as he pushed me away, and
I'm tired of it. I'm over it, and over him. Of the
games we play together, the endless waltz of him
hurting me to shove distance between us. So I'm
out of there. My future is medicine. If I turn into
a crazy cat lady, then so be it. I'm good with that.
At least Mrs. Biggins can't hurt my heart when
she poops in my shoes... Of course, Mrs. Biggins
doesn't kiss like Steel either. One kiss. That's all
we've had together, and it haunts me. My nights,
my days, my waking moments, my sleeping
ones. A single kiss. Where everything, the stars
included, aligned and just felt right. But Steel isn't
mine to have... by his choice. And I've dealt with
that. For years. So when he suddenly changes his
mind? What am I supposed to do? Just fall at his
feet? I don't think so. Find out if Steel and Stone
can ever be together in STEEL, book four of A
Dark & Dirty Sinners' MC series.
Betraying Beauty (Sons of Lucifer MC) Createspace

Independent Publishing Platform
Welcome to the Royal Bastards MC. Where Loyalty
is King, and Code is the only to survive.Lies and
betrayal surround Elrik JamesonVengeance runs in
his blood, but so does brotherhood.Life in the Royal
Bastards MC was never easy.His colors stripped from
him. His title stolen. He quietly remains in exile.But
now that the truth is unfolding he's finally coming
home,To claim his rightful place as the President of
the National Chapter,And to resolve any unfinished
business.But the past isn't willing to let him live in
peace, and it continues to haunt him.When a
beautiful woman is brought to him to prove his
loyaltyHe is forced to decide whether to spill her
blood or knock on death's door.But in the
backwoods of the Louisiana Bayou, there is no room
for love.And when the devil sets his eyes on your
soul,There's no escaping the consequences.In the
depths of hell, sometimes vengeance is the only way
to survival.And in Jameson's case, vengeance will
never taste sweeter.
Stepping Back to Look Forward Createspace
Independent Publishing Platform
A girl with no gifts must bargain for the power to
fight her own mother’s dark schemes—even if
the price is her life. Crackling with dark magic,
unspeakable betrayal, and daring twists you
won’t see coming, this explosive YA fantasy
debut is a can’t-miss, high-stakes epic perfect
for fans of Legendborn, Strange the Dreamer,
and Children of Blood and Bone. “Magnetic
and addictive. This book is black girl magic at its
finest.”—New York Times bestselling author
Dhonielle Clayton Heir to two lines of powerful
witchdoctors, Arrah yearns for magic of her
own. Yet she fails at bone magic, fails to call
upon her ancestors, and fails to live up to her
family’s legacy. Under the disapproving eye of
her mother, the Kingdom’s most powerful
priestess and seer, she fears she may never be
good enough. But when the Kingdom’s
children begin to disappear, Arrah is desperate
enough to turn to a forbidden, dangerous ritual.
If she has no magic of her own, she’ll have to
buy it—by trading away years of her own life.
Arrah’s borrowed power reveals a nightmarish
betrayal, and on its heels, a rising tide of darkness
that threatens to consume her and all those she
loves. She must race to unravel a twisted and
deadly scheme⋯ before the fight costs more
than she can afford. Set in a richly imagined
world inspired by whispered tales of voodoo and
folk magic, Rena Barron’s captivating debut is
the beginning of a thrilling saga about a girl
caught between gods, monsters, and the gift and
the curse of power. “Masterful.” —SLJ
(starred review)
A Star in the West, Or a Humble Attempt to
Discover the Long Lost Ten Tribes of Israel,
Preparatory to Their Return to Their Beloved City,
Jerusalem (Classic Reprint) Lucia Marquand
** New and improved content Rereleased. ** Dani
Cooper is a small woman with big ambitions... and
even bigger worries. Determined to escape her past,
Dani throws herself into her dream of becoming a
tattoo artist, but quickly finds herself falling into the
lap of Axe Cole, bad boy biker and president of
Devils Reapers MC. Though she finds herself
instantly drawn towards him, past experiences keep

her from giving in - until it becomes clear that fate has
other ideas. When a traumatic event finds Dani
leaning on Axe harder than ever, old rivalries reignite,
and a terrifying threat looms, Axe finds himself faced
with a choice: follow his heart and give himself to the
woman he loves, or protect his Pixie by walking away
for good. **This is an extended edition of my debut
novel - the first in Devils Reapers MC series - Axe.
Boasting a whole host of new content and reimagined
scenes inspired by my true life experiences. Axe can
be read as a standalone or in a series. **
Hunter (Campus Kings) Forgotten Books
The rules. No dating. No sex outside of the game.
No disclosing the terms of the contract. Rules were
made to be broken, right?
Wrecking Beauty Macmillan
A Soldier Supporting Soldiers is the second in a
series of works by distinguished U.S. Army
logisticians that focus on firsthand experience in
the organization of combat service support.
These studies seek to describe and analyze
problems still familiar to those who provide the
materials and other support required by today's
Army. Their authors also clearly underscore the
challenges that their successors will face in an era
of limited resources. With active careers that
span the last half century of Army history
General Carter B. Magruder, in the recently
published Recurring Logistic Problems As I
Have Observed Them and Lt. Gen. Joseph M.
Heiser, Jr., in the pages that follow, have much to
say to the student of military operations about
what constitutes efficiency and effectiveness in
military logistics. General Heiser's study marks a
clear departure from the Center of Military
History's policy of refraining from publishing
biographies or memoirs. Although we believe
that the compelling reasons for establishing such
a policy fifty years ago still pertain, we also think
an exception should be made in this case.
General Heiser has a unique skill in conveying
important logistical lessons through personal
anecdotes. Especially in his early chapters, he
uses specific incidents from his own career to
illuminate for his reader larger principles of
logistics. Thus in this special instance our
audience is treated to an extended, personal
account that in some ways has just as much to
say about military leadership and ethic as it does
about logistics. The logistical principles discussed
in this study appear especially vital to today's
military students, given the recent massive
challenges tologisticians posed by operations in
the Persian Gulf and possible future contingency
operations. I urge them to study and reflect on
the insights provided in the engaging chapters
that follow. Harold W. Nelson Washington,
D.C.Brigadier General, USA December
1990Chief of Milit
Knight Createspace Independent Publishing
Platform
A provocative, breath-taking, and concise
relational history of colonialism over the past 500
years, from the dawn of the New World to the
twenty-first century.
No Logo Independently Published
That moment in every girl's life...when love comes
along and ruins everything...nothing else seems to
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matter and the world is never the same again...Olive is
a good girl from a broken family who always looks for
love in all the wrong places.West is her brother's best
friend-a super hot bad boy biker raised on the streets
of Las Vegas, and totally off limits.It all changed one
night, with one kiss.He was nineteen.She was only
sixteen.She would've been better off if she'd been
kissed by the Devil himself.That summer Olive moves
with her mother to the East Coast for a chance at a
better life, to escape the biker gangs and corruption of
Vegas...but she never forgets about West. Years later,
on the run from a stalker ex, Olive finds herself once
again living in Vegas with her brother Stick and
sleeping two doors down from West. When Stick
goes on a run with the Widowmakers MC he leaves
his best friend to look after Olive...and it doesn't take
long for West to find her bedroom.This is a
STANDALONE Coming of Age / Contemporary
Romance Novel - No Cliff Hanger - Content suitable
for adults only, contains violence, and graphic sexual
content.
Axe Forge Books
Zeth At the eye of a violent storm, everything
is calm. It's only when the storm shifts that
your life explodes into chaos. The $#*& is
finally about to hit the fan for Zeth. After
months of blissful quiet, the wolves are at his
door, teeth bared and snarling, baying for
blood, and the sinister elements of the Seattle
underground are closing in tight. In other
words, things are about to get bad. Real
fucking bad. Zeth Mayfair isn't your average
criminal, though. If the New York mob wants
his allegiance, they're gonna have to force
him to submit. If the cops want his ass in
chains, they're gonna have to catch him first.
He'll kill the wolves. He'll ride out the storm.
He'll make his enemies suffer. Zeth Mayfair is
about to crown himself ruler of the city, and
fuck anyone who dares to take on the king.
They will obey, or they will fall. The choice is
theirs. Sloane Death is a bitch. Sloane
Romera sees death every day, looks it square
in the eye, and she does not flinch. When
Mason Reeves brings his little sister into St.
Peter's emergency room, a dark cloud hangs
over the kid-one Sloane recognizes all too
well. Millie is gravely ill, but it's not too late.
Sloane's determined to do everything in her
power to help her, regardless of the cost,
regardless of how many rules she must break
in the process. Mason's struck a deal with the
devil, though. A deal that has painted a huge
target on Sloane's back. There's every chance
she'll be dead by morning, and the man she
loves might not be able to save her this time.
If there's one thing Sloane knows, it's that
you can't cheat death. When the Grim
Reaper demands a life, a life must be given.
Bargaining won't work. Begging is futile. A
life for a life. The debt must be paid in full. *
Savage Things is book 2 of 3 in the Chaos &
Ruin series. This novel is approximately
65,000 words long. Book 3 will be released in
December 2016.

Undeniable Independently Published
The role of large-scale business enterprise—big
business and its managers—during the formative
years of modern capitalism (from the 1850s until the
1920s) is delineated in this pathmarking book. Alfred
Chandler, Jr., the distinguished business historian,
sets forth the reasons for the dominance of big
business in American transportation,
communications, and the central sectors of
production and distribution.
Steel Harvard University Forest
NOTE: This is a special edition cover. The
content is the same as the original work. A
fortune teller once told Mila she'd find a man
who would take her breath away. She
refrained from telling her it would be literally
while Mila ran for her life. Having always
done what is expected of her, Mila dresses the
part, only dates college boys with exemplary
backgrounds, and doesn't ask questions. Not
about her papa's absences or his refusal to let
her set foot in her birthplace--Russia.
Suffocated by the rules and unanswered
questions, Mila does what she's always
wanted to. She boards a plane to Moscow.
She never expected to fall for a man on the
way. One with unexplained wealth, tattoos
on his hands, and secrets in his eyes. But it
doesn't take long for his caress to become a
rough grasp muffling her screams. Revenge is
a dish best served cold. Unfortunately, a
Russian winter is the coldest of them all, and
Mila soon learns the only way to escape intact
is to do the impossible and thaw her captor's
heart.
Throb Ruthless Underworld LLC
I'm too dark for her light. I am who I am, and I
won't apologize for it. I don't know how to be...
Normal. I have my reasons. I've been through
hell. I've touched the flames themselves and I've
danced with the devil. Intimately. Damnation
torched my soul until it was black. Then I see
her. I'm enthralled, but I can't speak to her. She's
too pure. Too fragile. Too innocent. She doesn't
need to see my torched soul. She doesn't need to
taste my damnation. I watch what I can't have. I
swear I'll protect her. Even if she doesn't know
I'm there. I get more... Enthralled. She loves
books. I wonder if I could love them too. She
loves wine. I imagine us sharing a glass.
Imagination. What a tease. Enthralled.
Entranced. Obsessed. She feels me there. Sees me
out of the corner of her eye. I'm the reason the
hair on the back of her neck is standing up. But I
stay in the shadows where I belong. Until I can't.
Until the day I see her cry. Those tears feel like
open wounds. I want to heal them. But all she
does is run. So I follow. Enthralled. Entranced.
Obsessed. RUTHLESS. I won't stop until she no
longer has a reason to cry. Even if it means I have
to ride through the fires of hell one more time.
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